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ABSTRACT
Volcanology and Petrology o f the Navajo Lake Volcanic F ield
by
Shara Stowell
D r. Eugene I. Smith, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Geology 
U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas
The Navajo Lake voleanic fie ld  is an ideal natural laboratory fo r volcanologieal and 
geoehemical studies. This fie ld  extends from  Navajo Lake, east o f Cedar C ity, U tah to 
Panguiteh Lake, Utah and lies in  the Colorado Plateau and Basin and Range Transition 
Zone between the Hurrieane and Sevier faults. The voleanie fie ld  is eharacterized by 
numerous basalt flow s that erupted from  more than 28 cinder eones. M any o f the cones 
are aligned in  a SE-NW  direction. Three stages o f basalt flow s are reeognized by 
m ineralogy and morphology. A dd itiona lly, traehy-andesite oeeurs in  the Panguiteh Lake 
area. M any o f the flow s appear to be young beeause they are devoid o f vegetation and 
have flo w  fronts 10 to 100 meters high. Flows erupted from  the base and on the flanks o f 
several einder eones that are generally w e ll covered by vegetation. In  the Panguiteh Lake 
area, the northernmost A ’a flo w  is composed o f a basal basalt flo w  and an upper traehy- 
andesite flow . These flow s appear to have erupted from  a eommon fissure system. The 
lava flo w  just north o f Navajo Lake covers approximately 4 km^ and erupted from  two 
vents on the west flank o f a well-vegetated eone. Tertiary Brian Head and Claron 
formations and Isom form ation pyroclastic flow s underlie the volcanic fie ld.
I ll
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CHAPTER 1 
INTR O D UCTIO N
The Navajo Lake Voleanie F ield (N LV F) is loeated between the Hurricane and Sevier 
faults w ith in  the Transition Zone between the Basin and Range and Colorado Plateau in  
southwestern Utah (Figure I). The fie ld  area eovers most o f the N LVF and has an area o f 
approximately 24 km^.
This projeet produeed the firs t detailed geologic map o f the N LV F and focuses on the 
voleanology and geochemistry o f the N LV F . A lk a li basalt eruptions are trad itiona lly 
thought to be monogenetie and formed by Strombolian eruptions, but reeent w ork has 
shown that some eruptions can be quite complex (polygenetie) and may have phases o f 
explosive activ ity  (Bradshaw and Smith, 1994). This study addresses the question o f 
whether this voleanie fie ld  is composed o f monogenetie or polygenetie volcanoes and the 
nature o f eruptions that produeed these volcanoes. This study also focuses on the 
eomposition o f the mantle souree beneath the Navajo Lake Volcanic Field and how this 
mantle source may have ehanged through tim e. Reeent work by Downing et al. (2001) 
identified a boundary between Colorado Plateau and Basin and Range mantle trending to 
the northwest at a high angle to the Transition Zone by analyzing basalts in  a transect 
from  Mud M ountain in  Arizona to Crater H ill in  Utah. The northward continuation o f the 
boundary is poorly known and the Navajo Lake Volcanic F ield lies to the north o f this 
boundary in  an area where no data has been previously collected. Because o f the eritica l
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
location o f the N LVF inform ation gained by analyzing the chem istry o f subalkaline roeks 
from  the N LV F  may help constrain the location o f the boundary. I f  the rocks from  this 
area are generated by partia l m elting o f lithospheric mantle, the boundary would continue 
in  the direction suggested by Downing et al. (2001). I f  the rocks are asthenospheric in  
source, this mantle boundary would curve to the north and encompass the N LVF. 
Geoehemical data was obtained fo r 46 samples along w ith  a lesser number o f samples fo r 
isotopic and geochronologic analyses. This database o f geochemistry w ill be diseussed 
later, but it  helps to constrain mantle source area and petrogenetic trends.
Regional Geology and Background
The Basin and Range province was formed during the Miocene to Pliocene during a 
period o f large magnitude crustal extension (Eaton, 1982). The Colorado Plateau is a 
topographie high compared to the Basin and Range and is characterized by fla t lying 
strata that are locally faulted and folded (Eaton, 1982). Between the Basin and Range 
and the Colorado Plateau is the Transition Zone (TZ), a physiographic as w e ll as 
structural boundary zone that began form ing at 25-30 M a (Wannamaker et al., 2001).
The Transition Zone is approxim ately 20 km aeross and is characterized by down to the 
west normal faults (Ham blin, 1970; Best and B rim hall, 1970). Characteristies o f the 
Basin and Range that exist w ith in  the TZ are high heat flo w  and low  upper mantle 
velocities (Wannamaker et al., 2001). A lthough the Transition Zone began form ing at 
25-30 Ma, volcanism and faulting did not oecur in  the TZ un til the late Mioeene (15-20 
Ma).
Previous studies suggest that Basin and Range basalts are produced by partial m elting 
o f asthenospheric mantle (Bradshaw and Smith, 1994; Yogodzinski et al., 1996),
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
whereas, Colorado Plateau basalts are produced by partial m elting o f m ainly lithospheric 
mantle (Kempton et ah, 1991; B laylock and Smith, 1996; Nealey et ah, 1997; Sm ith et 
ah, 1999). A  boundary between asthenospheric and lithospheric mantle source areas that 
trends to the northwest at nearly a 60-degree angle to struetures in the Transition Zone 
was loeated by Sm ith et ah (1999) and Downing et ah (2001) by analyzing the 
geoehemistry o f a lka li basalts. This boundary may be related to thinning o f the 
lithosphere and replaeement by asthenospheric mantle during crustal extension between 
15 and 20 M a (Downing et ah, 2001). A lthough th is boundary may have formed during 
Tertiary tim e, its orientation at high angle to the crustal boundary suggests that it  was 
eontrolled by a preexisting lithospherie discontinuity. Smith et ah (1999) suggested that 
it  is a Precambrian feature.
The Navajo Lake voleanie fie ld  lies in  the TZ and covers an area o f approxim ately 24 
km^. It extends from  Cedar Breaks in  the west to Black H ills  in  the east and from  Navajo 
Lake in  the south to Panguiteh Lake in  the north (Figure 2). Eocene Claron Formation, 
Oligocene Brain Head Formation, and Oligoeene Isom Formation underlie N LV F  flows. 
This fie ld  is eomposed o f subalkaline basalts and is a good souree o f data to help 
constrain the northward continuation o f the mantle boundary beneath the fie ld .
Previous W ork
O riginal reconnaissance o f geology and geographic elements o f the eastern Markagunt 
Plateau and the geology o f eastern Iron County, Utah was done by Gregory (1949,1950). 
Threet (1957) completed a study o f Cenozoie struetures o f the Markagunt Plateau. The 
geology and fuels resources o f the O rderville-G lendale area in  Kane County, Utah was 
studied by Cushion (1961). These maps were eompiled and reprodueed by H intze (1963)
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fo r a geologic map o f Utah. Ham blin (1970) described, in  two artieles, basalts and 
struetures o f southern Utah in  a Guidebook to the Geology o f Utah. In the same 
guidebook. Best and B rim hall (1970) also deseribed basalts in  the Western Grand 
Canyon region. Best and B rim hall (1974) studied Late Cenozoie alkalic basaltic magmas 
from  the Western Colorado Plateau and the Transition Zone that have im plieations for 
studies o f mantle dynamies. This paper uses geochemieal signatures o f the basaltic 
magmas to iden tify  their mantle souree. The U.S. Geologieal Survey published an Open- 
F ile Report by B lank and Rucks (1989) includ ing aeromagnetic, gravity and generalized 
geologic maps o f the Basin and Range-Colorado Plateau transition zone which include 
the N LV F ’ . Kempton et al. (1991) deseribed the eomposition and evolution o f 
lithospheric mantle beneath the southwestern United States as indieated by isotopic and 
trace elements, w hile Arm strong and Ward (1991) traeked the changing geographic 
patterns o f Cenozoie magmatism in  the western Cordillera. Moore and Nealey (1993) 
produeed a prelim inary geologic map o f the Navajo Lake Quadrangle, Utah. Moore et al. 
(1994) published a prelim inary report that ineludes measured sections, and produced a 
map o f the geology o f the Asay Bench Quadrangle in  G arfie ld and Kane Counties, Utah. 
Nealey et al. (1994) submitted a report to the U.S. Geologieal Survey explaining the 
tectonie im plieations o f Quaternary voleanism w ith in  the western Markagunt Plateau 
using geochemical and geochronologic analyses o f basalts. W enrieh et al. (1995) 
doeumented the spatial m igration o f M iocene-Quaternary magmatism along w ith  
compositional changes w ith in  the western Grand Canyon region to the south o f the 
N LVF. Cenozoie extension in  relation to crust and mantle structures across the Basin
' The NLVF comprises an area in the Navajo Lake, Brian Head, Haycock Mountain, Henrie Knolls, Asay 
Bench and Panguiteh Lake quadrangles.
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and Range-Colorado Plateau was studied by Zandt et al. (1995). Reid and Graham
(1996) and Reid and Ramos (1996) discussed enriehed mantle dynamics in  the 
southwestern U.S. (whieh ineludes the N LV F ) using thorium  and helium  isotopes and 
dedueed lithospheric and sub-lithospheric contributions to m elting. Nelson and Tingey
(1997) inferred that Cenozoie magmatism occurred in  response to east-west extension in  
southwest Utah and surrounding areas. Sm ith et al. (1999) discussed basalt geochemistry 
o f the Hurrieane Volcanic Field, Utah which is almost directly south o f the N LV F. This 
researeh is very applieable and helpfu l in  understanding the geochemical va riab ility  o f 
the N LVF. Wang et al. (2002) caleulated the depth o f m elting beneath the Basin and 
Range, Colorado Plateau and Transition zone using major and traee element signatures to 
eonstruet a mantle m elting depth p ro file . Wannamaker et al. (2001) completed a study o f 
the Great Basin-Colorado Transition w ith in  central Utah and demonstrated that the 
transition zone is an interface between active extension (w ith in  the Basin and Range) and 
the stable in terior (the Colorado Plateau). The authors discuss the lavas o f the transition 
zone and the role o f magmatism in  respect to extension. A lso, Downing et al. (2001) 
used basalt geochemistry, geochronology and Geographic Inform ation Systems to image 
the asthenosphere-lithosphere boundary beneath the transition zone. Currently, Moore et 
al. (2004) are revising the Geologie Map o f the Navajo Lake Quadrangle. Peter D. 
Rowley is currently working on a revision fo r the U.S. Geological Survey o f the Geologic 
Map o f the Brian Head Quadrangle, Iron County,
Utah.
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Figure 1. Navajo Lake Volcanic Field in  relation to the other small volume basalt fields 
in Utah. N LV F highlighted by box.
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Figure 2. Satellite image o f the Navajo Lake Volcanic F ield (Southwest Satellite 
Imaging).
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CHAPTER 2
VO LC A N IC  STRATIG RAPHY 
The inform ation w ith in  this chapter is an accumulation o f data from  the fie ld , namely 
stratigraphie relations and physical volcanology o f the cinder cones and associated lava 
flow s w ith in  the N LV F. The volcanic stratigraphy presented in this chapter is the firs t 
detailed stratigraphy o f subalkaline basalts w ith in  the N LVF. The '^ ^Ar/^^Ar 
geochronology represents the firs t high precision age data fo r flow s in  the area. Ages are 
reported w ith ±2 a  errors. A nalytica l techniques are discussed in  Appendix IV .
A lthough the basalt flow s in  the N LV F  have sim ilar m ineralogy, they can be 
subdivided into three general categories based on fie ld  relationships. These flow s are 
designated as Stage 1 (oldest basalt flow s). Stage 2 (intermediate age) (Figure 3), and 
Stage 3 (the youngest basalt flow ). There is also a distinctive trachyandesite that is 
mapped as a Stage 4 flow . The stages can be distinguished by surface freshness and the 
amount o f vegetation cover. Stage 1 flow s are w e ll vegetated. Stage 2 basalt is less w ell 
vegetated. Stage 3 basalt and stage 4 trachyandesites have very fresh surfaces and scarce 
vegetation cover. Approxim ately 25 cinder cones w ith  associated lava flow s are found in  
the fie ld . These cones form  linear northeast trends. Collapse depressions w ith in  the 
flow s also fo llo w  this trend.
Examination o f cinder pits dug into cinder cones indicate Strombolian style eruptions 
fo r a ll o f the N LV F  cinder cones (Figures 4 and 5). Strombolian eruptions are
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
characterized by episodic, short bursts o f magma that produce small bombs, scoria and 
la p illi (Vergniolle and Mangan, 2000). Layering o f la p illi w ith in  the cinder pits testify to 
numerous eruptions. A  layer o f fine la p illi Irom  a cinder p it on M ille r K no ll is evidence 
o f an explosive eruption where many o f the ejected bombs cooled before im pacting the 
ground. These deposits were subsequently reheated giving rise to a reddish color. Other 
bombs from  a subsequent eruption, as seen in  a coarser la p illi layer, were produced by a 
cooler eruption that le ft the bombs a black color. Another explanation fo r the color o f 
these bombs is that they fe ll on a cool surface after eruption.
To aid further discussion, the N LV F  can be divided into four quadrants w ith  each 
quadrant possessing several distinct flow s o f varying ages. Quadrant 1 is made up o f the 
Brian Head quadrangle and is the northwest part o f the N LV F. This area contains 
Hancock Peak, a cinder cone approxim ately 85 m high and two other cinder cones (20 m 
and 40 m high respectively) that form  one northeast-southwest lineament. Stage 1 basalt 
flow s cover a large portion (~3 km^) o f this quadrant. The sources fo r these flows are 
unknown because Stage 2 lavas cover Stage 1. Stage 2 flow s cover ~2 km^ and seem to 
have erupted from  the two small cinder cones w ith in  the area. Another area o f stage 2 
flow s w ith in  the quadrant is associated w ith  Hancock Peak. There are no Stage 3 basalts 
in  this quadrant. A  sample o f Stage 2 basalt from  the Hancock Peak area near State 
Route 143 yielded a ^A r/^^A r plateau age o f 0.60 ±  0.25 Ma (Appendix IV ).
Quadrant 2 is in  the southwest part o f the volcanic fie ld  and contains the Navajo 
Lake flo w  (Stage 3). There are three cinder cones in  this quadrant. The cinder cone 
associated w ith  the Navajo Lake flo w  is 54.3 m high and w e ll vegetated (Figure 6). Two 
areas were found that seem to be eruption points fo r the lava flow . These vents, or bocas.
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are on the west side o f the cone about m idway between the base and top (Figure 7).
These vents are about 15 x 30 m w ide and e llip tica l in  shape. A lthough these vent areas 
were the source o f the Navajo Lake flow , a physical connection between the flo w  and 
vent was not located. The other tw o cinder cones are much smaller, 31.4 meters and 39.9 
meters high, respectively. Stage 1, 2, and 3 flow s stratigraphically overlie the Cretaceous 
Claron Formation. Stage 1 and 2 flow s have sources outside o f the quadrant.
Quadrant 3 is to the east o f the Navajo Lake lava flow  and contains the Henrie Knolls 
cone. This quadrant is made up o f at least 16 cinder cones w ith  associated stage 1 and 2 
flows. There are no stage 3 lava flow s in  this area. These cones range in  height from  30 
to 128 m. The most prom inent cones are those that make up the Henrie Knolls. Stage 2 
dominates the area, covering approxim ately 4 km^ w ith  a blocky a‘a flow . Both stages o f 
flow  together occupy -40%  o f the quadrant. Claron Formation makes up the remaining 
60% o f the area. Duck Creek, an open meadow and stream area is reported by locals to 
have a lava tube that runs under the meadow in  an east-west direction. This lava tube 
was blocked fo r safety purposes. Other open tubes lie  just outside o f the study area 
farther to the east along State Route 14.
Quadrant 4 is the Panguiteh Lake area and is characterized by two massive stage 3 and 
stage 4 flows. M ille r K n o ll (91 m high) is the only cinder cone in  this area. The 
Panguiteh lake quadrant contains three lava flows. These are named the northern 
Panguiteh flow , southern Panguiteh flo w  and the arcuate andésite flow . The northern 
Panguiteh flo w  was produced by fissure eruption (Figure 8) and is capped by an andésite 
flow  (Stage 4). These stage 3 and stage 4 flow s are characterized by 10 to 100 meter 
high flo w  fronts that are very blocky in  nature. The northern and southern Panguiteh
10
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flow s share sim ilar physical, m ineralogical (see chapter 3) and chemical (see chapter 4) 
characteristics but do not contact each other. Stage 2 and stage 3 basalt flow s o f the 
southern Panguiteh flow , were erupted from  vents on the flank o f the M ille r K n o ll cinder 
cone (Figure 9). These vents are sim ilar to those on the Navajo Lake Cinder Cone in  that 
they are m id-way up the cone. Lava erupted from  both vents is very blocky and cascades 
down the side o f the cone.
Stage 1 and Stage 2 basalts are also found w ith in  this quadrant. Stage 1 flow s have a 
different m ineralogy compared to Stage 1 flow s in  the Brian Head and Navajo Lake 
quadrants. Stage 1 basalt in  the Panguiteh quadrant contains only o livine phenocrysts as 
compared to the presence o f both o liv ine  and plagioclase in  the stage 1 flow s to the south. 
Geochronology preformed on one sample o f Stage 1 basalt from  this area (Panguiteh lake 
quadrant, along State Route 143) yielded an “^ ^Ar/^^Ar age o f 2.78 ±0.16 M a (Appendix 
IV ).
The last flo w  to be described w ith in  the area is an e llip tica l shaped andésite flow  
(Stage 4) that seems to have issued from  an arcuate Assure in  the southern part o f this 
quadrant (Figure 10). This flow  is very unique in  that it  is very blocky and has flo w  
fronts that are 10 to 15 meters high. Because o f the a’a flo w  nature o f the andésite and 
the high flo w  fronts, th is flow  records the eruption o f h igh ly viscous lava.
11
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Table 1. Summary o f Cinder Cone Size
Most Prominent Peak by Quadrant Height (meters)
Quadrant 1
Hancock Peak 85 m
Quadrant 2
Navajo Lake Cinder Cone 54 m
Quadrant 3
Henrie Knolls 128 m &  91 m
Quadrant 4
M iller Knoll 91 m
‘.Stage 1 Basalt
Basement
Figure 3. General stratigraphy showing basement rock o f Claron form ation overlain by 
Stage 1 and Stage 2 basalts. Cinder cone (40 m) near Hancock Peak in  background, 
looking north.
12
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Figure 4. Cinder p it stratigraphy from  a cinder cone near Hancock Peak. Fine scoria 
w ith  bombs indicates a Strombolian style eruption. Cinder p it w a ll is about 6.1m  high.
13
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Figure 5. Close up o f a typ ica l scoria and bomb deposit in  a cinder p it near Hancock 
Peak.
14
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Figure 6. Navajo Lake cinder cone surrounded by Stage 3 A ’a basalt flow . Cone is w e ll 
vegetated compared to surrounding flow .
15
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Figure 7. A rrow  indicates the vent on the side o f the Navajo Lake Cinder Cone. Looking 
to the southeast.
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Figure 8. Panguiteh N orth flo w  w ith  fissures highlighted by th ick white lines and flo w  
directions are indicated by th in  white arrows. W hite arrow points north.
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Figure 9. A rrow  indicates the emission point o f Stage 3 basalt from  M ille r K no ll in  
Panguitch Lake area. Looking to the north.
18
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Figure 10. Arcuate andésite flo w  w ith  fissure highlighted by the white line and the tu ff 
ring shown by the dashed line. Thin white arrow denotes flo w  direction.
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CHAPTER 3
M IN ER ALO G Y A N D  PETROGRAPHY 
Based on fie ld  w ork and hand-specimen m ineralogy, four stages o f lava flows 
occur in  the N LV F . A ll flow  units have an aphanitic m atrix and are porphyritic. Stage 1, 
2 and 3 flow s are subalkaline o liv ine  basalts. Stage 4 flow s are subalkaline andésite (see 
chapter 4).
The m ineral assemblage o f Stage 1 varies according to location. In  the northern part o f 
the N LV F , Stage 1 basalt contains only o liv ine  phenocrysts. In the southern part o f the 
fie ld , these basalts have olivine and plagioclase phenocrysts. The phenocrysts occur in  a 
very fine-grained gray to glassy m atrix. Stage 2 basalts contain phenocrysts o f 
plagioclase, o liv ine, and clinopyroxene in  a fine grained to glassy m atrix. Stage 3 basalts 
have the same m ineralogy as that o f stage 2 basalts. Stage 4 flow s contain phenocrysts o f 
hornblende and clinopyroxene and small lathes o f plagioclase in a fine-grained to glassy 
m atrix.
The four stages o f lava flows fa ll in to three pétrographie groups based on examination 
o f th in  sections. Each petrologic group corresponds to one or more flo w  stage. Group A  
is composed o f stage 1 and 2 flow s, group B represents stage 3, and group C represents 
stage 4 flow s (andésites). Pétrographie Group A  basalt (samples 626BS1 and 77PN2) 
(Appendix I II)  contains olivine phenocrysts w ith in  a fine-grained, aphanitic ,. 
hypocrystalline m atrix (85%) o f plagioclase, o liv ine, and oxides. O livine phenocrysts
20
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(15%) are euhedral and 0.5-3.0 mm in  size. Pétrographie Group B basalt (samples 
627NN3, 628HK1, 628PS3 and 71 SS I) is aphanitic, w ith  a hypocrystalline m atrix (65%) 
o f tabular plagioclase crystals, anhedral o liv ine, and oxides. These samples are also 
phenocryst rich (35%). Larger (1-5 mm) tabular plagioclase crystals exhib it albite 
tw inning. O livine phenocrysts are euhedral to subhedral
and 0.5-4 mm in  size. These rocks are vesicular and have a p ilo tax itic  texture. In  Sample 
71 SSI, the o livine phenocrysts are altered to iddingsite. Some o f the crystals are 
completely altered and others are only rimmed by the alteration m ineral.
Pétrographie Group C rocks (samples 611PN3, 628PNA, and 611A A ) are vesicular, 
aphanitic andésites. The m atrix (60% ) o f these samples exhibits strong flo w  textures and 
contains small acicular plagioclase, oxides, and some glass. Phenocrysts (40% ) are 
euhedral hornblende, subhedral plagioclase and clinopyroxene and anhedral o liv ine. 
Hornblende ranges in  size from  4-10 mm and has reaction rims o f an opaque oxide. 
Plagioclase is 2-8 mm in  size. O liv ine shows resorption rims and is 2-5 mm in  size. 
Clinopyroxene is 2-5 mm in  size. Two o f the four th in  sections o f group C andésite 
contain large (2-4 cm) glomerocrysts o f clinopyroxene and olivine.
Two samples (627NS2a and 626M K3) do not f it  into these groups and are described 
below. They are textu ra lly different from  the other samples and may be transitional 
between groups B and C. Section 627NS2a is vesicular w ith  phenocrysts o f 
clinopyroxene, plagioclase, and o liv ine. The m atrix is glassy w ith  tin y  acicular grains o f 
plagioclase and some o liv ine. This section also contains an unusual and rare 
glomerocryst o f plagioclase. No other sample contains these plagioclase glomerocrysts. 
Sample 626MK3 is a very fine-grained rock w ith  phenocrysts o f o liv ine, clinopyroxene.
21
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and tabular plagioclase. Small acicular plagioclase grains and an abundance o f oxide 
m inerals make up the m atrix w hich also appears to contain some glass.
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CHAPTER 4
G EOCHEMISTRY A N D  GEOCHRONOLOGY 
A nalytica l Techniques 
Forty-six samples were collected in  the Navajo Lake Volcanic F ield fo r geochemical 
and isotopic analyses. In  the U N LV  sample preparation lab the N LV F  samples were firs t 
reduced to sm aller chips (less than 1 cm in  diameter) using the chipmunk rock crusher. 
These chips were then loaded into a W -carbide m ill and reduced to a fine powder using a 
shatterbox rock crusher. Samples fo r m ajor and trace element analyses were stored in  
Z iploc bags; samples fo r isotope analyses were stored in  small glass vials. M ajor element 
abundances were analyzed using a Rigaku X -ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF) at the 
Washington State U niversity Geo A nalytica l Laboratory (Johnson et al, 1999). Trace 
element abundances were analyzed using a Hewlett-Packard inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometer (ICP-M S), also at the W ashington State U niversity Geo Analytica l 
Laboratory (Knaack et al., 1994). Sr, Nd, and Pb isotope ratios were analyzed at the 
U niversity o f Kansas Isotope Geochemistry Laboratory using a VG  Sector thermal 
ionization mass spectrometer (TIM S). The laboratory fo llow s the techniques detailed by 
Patchet and Ruiz (1987) fo r Sr and Nd isotope analyses, and the techniques detailed by 
Krogh (1982) fo r Pb isotope analyses.
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Geochemistry o f M a fic  Rocks 
M ajor Elements
The m afic rocks from  the N LV F are subalkaline basalts, basaltic andésites, basaltic 
trachyandesites and trachyandesites (Figures 11 and 12) (Appendix I). Flows range in  
SiÜ 2 from  49 to 60 wt. %. Magnesium numbers (M g#) vary from  41 to 50. Samples 
taken from  vent areas collected in  cinder p its have SiOa contents that range from  47 to 51 
w t %. Magnesium numbers from  the cinder p it samples are 42 to 57, and are sim ilar to 
those values from  the lava flows. K 2 O, Na2 Ü, and P2 O5 increase w ith  increasing Si02 
(Figure 13). A I2O3 , FeO*, MgO, T i02, and CaO decrease w ith  increasing Si02 (Figure 
14). M ajor elements divide the lavas o f the N LV F  in to  two chemical groups. Chemical 
group 1 (C M l) shows variation o f FeO w ith  a re la tive ly constant MgO. Chemical group 
2 (CM 2) is characterized by variation in  both FeO and MgO (Figures 15 and 16).
C M l is composed o f basalt flow s from  Navajo Lake, Henrie Knolls, and Hancock 
Peak in the southern part o f the fie ld . CM 2 m ainly occurs in the Panguitch Lake area in  
the northern part o f the fie ld  (Table 2).
Trace Elements and Isotopes 
The older Stage 1 and 2 flow s that comprise C M l have higher Cr (139 to 271 ppm) 
and lower Sr (357 to 1660 ppm) abundances than younger flow s o f CM2 (Figure 17). 
Common chemical features o f both C M l and CM2 on prim itive  mantle normalize 
element d istribution diagrams are peaks at Ba and Pb, negative Nb anomalies (Figures 18 
and 19), and a slight depletion in  heavy rare earth elements. C M l has a wide range o f 
ligh t rare earth abundances but La, Ce, and Sm have lower abundances than in  CM2. This 
trend is reversed fo r the heavy REE (Figure 20).
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Thirteen samples were analyzed fo r isotopic composition (Appendix II). ^^Sr/^Sr 
variation for the entire fie ld  is only 0.000751 (from  0.703848 to 0.704599) (Figure 21). 
207pb/204pb little  difference between C M l and CM2 and plots ju s t above the 
Northern Hemisphere Reference Line (N H R L) (Figure 22). C M l, however, has lower 
206pb/204pb yalues than CM2 (Figure 23). SNd varies from  -0.98 to -10.64. A  SNd vs. Rb 
diagram shows that older lavas o f C M l have higher Rb and lower SNd than the younger 
CM2 rocks (Figure 24).
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Figure 11. C lassification diagram o f the volcanic rocks in  the N LV F (LeBas, M.J. et al., 
1986^
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Table 2. Summary o f Characteristics W ith in  Each Chemical Group.
C M l CM2
Area o f occurrence Southern N LV F ; Navajo 
Lake, Henrie Knolls, 
Hancock Peak
Northern N LV F in the 
Panguitch Lake area
Stages o f flo w Stage 1, 2 and 3 Stage 3 and 4
M ajor element signature V ariation o f FeO w ith  
re la tive ly constant M gO
Increasing MgO and FeO
Trace element signature H igh Cr, low  Sr, high Rb, 
lower LREE, higher HREE
Low  Cr, high Sr, low  Rb, 
higher LREE, lower HREE
Isotopes lower ^"^Pb^^"^Pb, higher
SNd
higher ^"'’Pb'^ "^Pb, lower 
SNd
Geochronology 
A nalytica l Techniques 
Samples were collected from  each stage o f flow s in  each o f the quadrants fo r ''^Ar/^^Ar 
dating. Unfortunately, only a few  o f these samples were suitable fo r dating. Four o f these 
samples were step-heated and age spectra generated by the Nevada Isotope 
Geochronology Laboratory at the U niversity o f Nevada, Las Vegas using a M AP 215-50 
mass spectrometer. The atmospheric "^^Ar/^^Ar ratio and corresponding mass 
discrim ination (4 A M U ) factors are measured weekly and are recorded in data tables fo r 
individual samples (Appendix IV ). Samples were irradiated fo r 7 hours in  the Oregon 
State U niversity Radiation Center TR IG A  type reactor. Analyses on K-glass and CaFz 
fragments were used to determine correction factors fo r interfering neutron reactions on 
K  and Ca. (''^Ar/^^Ar)K values were 0.000 ± 0.0002. Correction factors fo r Ca were 
(^W^^Ar)ca = 2.94 x lO"* (± 2.89%) and (^W^^Ar)ca = 7.06 x 10"* (+ 2.78%). J-factors
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(assigned 0.5% errors) were calculated using single crystal laser fusion o f 3 to 5 Fish 
Canyon T u ff sanidines from  each level o f neutron flu x  throughout the irradiation 
package. Sample ages were calculated using an age o f 27.9 M a (Steven et al., 1967; 
Cebula et al., 1986) fo r the Fish Canyon T u ff sanidine. Plateaus are defined as three or 
more consecutive steps tota ling at least 50% o f the ^^Ar released w ith  ages that overlap at 
2 a  analytical errors (excluding J error). Isochrons are defined by greater than three 
consecutive steps corresponding to at least 50% o f the ^^Ar released, and fo llow  the 
MSW D criterion o f Wendt and Carl (1991). In order to develop an isochron, a line must 
be extrapolated through a set o f data points to the x-axis. I f  there are not enough points 
to ensure a good fit, then the line is not va lid . This goodness o f f it  is also called the mean 
square weighted deviation. The M SW D needs to be equal to or less than 2.5 fo r the 
isochron to be significant. O nly two samples yielded reliable ages (Appendix IV ).
Sample 626BS1, a Stage 1 basalt from  the M ille r K no ll area gave a plateau age o f 2.78 
+ /- 0.16 Ma. The age spectrum for this sample is broadly U-shaped, suggesting that 
excess argon is present, therefore, this is a maximum age fo r this sample (Appendix IV ). 
Sample 71SS2, a Stage 2 basalt from  the Hancock Peak area, did not yie ld  a plateau age, 
but a generated an isochron age o f 0.60 + /-  0.25 Ma. Because the M SW D must be < 2.5, 
the isochron generated fo r sample 71SS2 is not significant. This isochron has an M SW D 
o f 4.9, w ith  only three points defining the line. Although this isochron age is not 
statistically significant, the date gives a maximum age to Stage 2 lavas o f 0.60 + /-  0.25 
Ma.
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Figure 12. A lkalies vs. S iO ] p lo t demonstrating that the m ajority o f rocks w ith in  the 
N LVF are subalkaline (Irv ine et al., 1971).
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Figure 15. Graph displaying the two trends o f rocks w ith in  the N LV F . Trend 1 defines 
chemical group 1 (C M l) and shows near constant MgO w ith  increasing FeO. Trend 2 
defines chemical group 2 (CM 2) and shows increasing M gO w ith  increasing FeO.
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CHAPTER 5 
PETROGENESIS
In order to explain the geochemical and m ineralogical differences w ith in  the Navajo 
Lake Volcanic Field, several models were tested. These models are fractional 
crystallization, partial m elting, assim ilation o f crustal rocks and independent partial 
m elting. These models were tested using the IG PETW IN  (Carr, 1994) computer 
program. Data fo r xenoliths found in  various areas o f the Colorado Plateau were 
gathered from  several sources (Appendix III). This data is im portant fo r the assim ilation 
model. Certain elements and isotopes were used to test these models and used as 
examples w ith in  the text, but these models can be produced using other elements.
M odel Descriptions 
Fractional C rystallization 
Fractional crystallization is the process in  which as a m elt cools, minerals form  w ith in  
the m elt and undergo gravitational settling. As these minerals settle, the composition o f 
the melt changes, therefore changing subsequent crysta lliz ing minerals and the 
composition o f residual melt. Using the trace elements La and N i, fractionation o f 
plagioclase from  samples 626BS1 (C M 2) and 628DC2 (C M l), representing the most 
p rim itive  magmas, results in  liqu id  compositions that have higher La and N i
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compositions. These model liquids are unlike the more evolved rocks in the N L V F  which 
have low er La and N i (Figure 25). A  combination o f fractional crysta llization o f 
plagioclase and clinopyroxene or o liv ine  produces model liquids that approximate the 
com position o f the more evolved rocks but too much fractional crysta llization is required. 
Based on Figure 25, about 30% fractional crysta llization o f 50% plagioclase and 50% 
clinopyroxene w ill begin to account fo r the evolved CM 2 lavas o f Panguitch Lake South. 
The more evolved CM 2 lavas require up to 70% fractional crystallization. S im ila r 
amounts o f fractional crystallization are required to produce the evolved C M l lavas.
This amount o f fractional crystallization is unrealistic because the basalts contain no 
more than 40% phenocrysts. A lso, note that the chemical trend o f each volcanic center 
on the N i vs. La p lo t have different slopes. This suggests that although fractional 
crysta llization may be operating w ith in  each volcanic center, a single fractional 
crystallization model w ill not work to produce a ll o f the chemical variation w ith in  CM2 
and C M l.
Assim ilation
For an assim ilation model to work, basaltic magmas must stall in  the lithospheric 
mantle and crust several times. The most chem ically p rim itive  sample in  the N L V F  is 
from  the Navajo Lake Cinder cone flo w  (627NN3) (S i02= 52.14, snü = -0.98, M g# = 
47.49). This sample is important in  that it  provides a starting point to produce models to 
explain element and isotopic variation. A  study o f lithospheric assim ilation requires an 
understanding o f the composition o f the lithosphere. Unfortunately, there is no data fo r 
crustal xenoliths from  the v ic in ity  o f the N LV F. Therefore, a literature research was 
conducted to find data on crustal xenoliths from  the Transition Zone, Basin and Range
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and the Colorado Plateau. This data was used to produce working models to  explain the 
N LV F lavas (Table 3). Several models using S iO i vs. SNd were generated to  explain the 
evolution o f N LV F rocks.
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Figure 25. Formation o f CM2 by 30% FC o f 50% plagioclase and 50% clinopyroxene. 
T ick marks represent 10% fractional crystallization.
Table 3. Summary o f Xenoliths Used in  Assim ilation Models
Sample SiOz La Yb SNd Type Location
NM87-13 44.4 105 2.92 -19.4 M afic Gneiss Tule Tank, 
SFVF, A Z
RM-4 71.65 17.5 0.269 -17.7 Granitoid Red Mesa, UT, 
N V F
TH-lOa 71.48 11.6 0.672 -9.8 G ranitoid The Thumb, 
NM,NVF
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Starting w ith  sample 627NN3 as the least evolved rock, the most prim itive  Stage 1 
basalts o f C M l (71 S S I) are produced by approxim ately 25-30% m ixing o f a 627NN3 
magma w ith  lower crustal xenolith NM 87-13, a m afic gneiss (Figure 26). Because o f the 
many possible xenolith compositions, model envelopes were calculated, but the p lo t 
displays the best f it  m ixing line.
The p rim itive  C M l (Stage 1) basaltic magma formed in  the previous step may have 
moved to a higher level in  the crust and assimilated crust having the composition o f 
crustal xenolith RM -4 (granitoid) to generate the more evolved C M l magmas (Figure 
27). About 20% contam ination is needed to generate the most evolved C M l magma.
A  m ajor question is whether C M l and CM2 are cogenetic. I t  is interesting that the 
least evolved CM2 magma (sample 628PS3, a Stage 3 basalt) is roughly equivalent in  
composition to the most evolved C M l (Stage 2) magma. This suggests that CM2 (Stages 
3 and 4) may have originated from  evolved C M l (Stage 2) or equivalent magma. I f  this is 
the case then magma equivalent to 628PS3 may have been contaminated by crust 
represented by xenolith RM -4 (granodiorite) by about 20% to create the less evolved 
CM2 (Stage 3 and Stage 4) basaltic and andesitic lavas (Figure 28).
D ifferentia tion w ith in  CM2 (Stage 4) lavas could possibly be explained by either 
fractional crystallization or that Stage 4 lavas were again contaminated by upper crust 
represented by xenolith  TH-lOa, a granitoid (Figure 29). This would require 
approxim ately 20% m ixing, but it  accounts fo r the SiOz variation w ith in  this suite o f 
rocks.
A lthough these models work num erically, they are probably un like ly for a variety o f 
reasons. (1) The amount o f contamination is very high and it  is un like ly that a basaltic
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magma could be contaminated four times during its  rise from  the mantle to the surface. 
(2) There is no evidence o f this m ixing in  the fie ld  o r in  th in  section. I f  the process 
occurred it  would have to be cryptic. This type o f contam ination was reported by Glazner 
and Farmer (1992) to explain isotopic variation w ith  little  chemical change in  basalts 
from  the M ojave Desert, C alifornia, and (3) contam ination w ith  progressively more felsic 
crust should produce trends o f increasing Rb w ith  increasing Si02 A lso, Rb should 
increase w ith  decreasing SNd- These trends are not observed (Figures 24 and 30).
Independent Partial M elts 
Another model used to explain the evolution o f sm all volume basalt fie lds like  the 
Navajo Lake Volcanic F ie ld is independent partial m elting o f a mantle source to produce 
individual pulses o f magma. The question is thus whether C M l and CM2 are produced 
by independent partial m elting o f a mantle source. Three observations support 
independent partial melts. These (1) C M l and CM 2 are separated geographically by 
approximately 5 km. C M l m ainly occurs in  the southern part o f the N LV F at Panguitch 
Lake South; Navajo Lake, Henrie K nolls, Navajo Lake Stage 3 flow , and Hancock Peak. 
CM2 occurs in  the northern part o f the fie ld  and includes Panguitch Lake N orth, M ille r 
K no ll and a ll the andésites. (2) D iffe ren t volcanoes w ith in  C M l and CM2 form  
subgroups w ith  somehat distinct trace element chem istry (Figure 31). Each subgroup 
could represent an independent batch o f magma, and (3) except fo r multi-stage 
contamination, no differentiation model successfully relates C M l to CM2.
The model o f independent partial m elting is favored over those that require large 
amounts o f fractional crystallization or m ulti-stage contam ination. Independent partial 
m eltin is also used to explain volcanism  in  other small volum e basalt fields at Crater Flat,
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Nevada (Bradshaw and Smith, 1994) and in  Yellowstone National Park, W yoming 
(Bennett and Smith, 2004).
Chemical Variation w ith in  Ind ividua l Volcanic Centers
Another im portant question is how much internal variation exists w ith in  
individual volcanoes? Based upon several geochemical diagrams, it  appears that lavas at 
Navajo Lake, Henrie K no lls  and Hancock Peak areas have small variations (2-4 w t %) in  
SiOz (Figures 3 land 32) and very small variations in  trace elements (Figures 33, 34, 35, 
36, 37 and 38). Based on figure 30, the Navajo Lake Cinder Cone and Hancock Peak 
areas may not be separate partial melts. Instead, they could be a single independent 
partial m elt that covered a larger area. So although there is moderate variation between 
different C M l and CM 2 groups, variation is very small fo r each volcanic center. The 
differences between volcanoes may be explained by small amounts o f differentiation 
and/or contamination o f melts as they rise.
There are several observations that suggest that C M l and CM2 magmas may have 
erupted from  the same volcanic center. A n example is M ille r K no ll. Stage 3 basalt o f the 
Panguitch Lake South flo w  appears to erupt from  M ille r K no ll (Figure 11), but a sample 
from  the vent on M ille r K no ll is CM2 and the Panguitch Lake South flo w  is C M l.
Several explanations can be called upon to account fo r th is discrepancy. One explanation 
is that this sample came from  a block o f CM2 w ith in  the vent that was ripped up and 
extruded. Another explanation is that M ille r K no ll erupted both C M l and CM2 flows. 
This conundrum cannot be fu lly  cla rified  unless further w ork is done to determine the 
source fo r the Panguitch Lake South flows.
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Figure 26. Formation o f C M l Stage 1 basalts by -25-30%  m ixing o f 627NN3 w ith  
xenolith N M 87-13.
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Figure 27. S iO ] vs. SNd p lo t showing the form ation o f Stage 2 basalts by -20%  
contamination o f 71 SSI w ith  xenolith RM -4 a granitiod from  Red Mesa, UT, Navajo 
Volcanic Field.
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Figure 28. SiOz vs. SNd p lo t showing the form ation o f Stage 3 basalts by -20%  m ixing o f 
628PS3 w ith  xenolith RM -4.
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Figure 29. Formation o f the andésites w ith in  the N LV F by -20%  m ixing o f 614AA w ith  
xenolith TH-lOa, a granitoid from  the Thumb, Navajo Volcanic Field, New M exico.
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Figure 30. S iO i vs. Rb p lo t that displays re lative ly constant Rb w ith  increasing S iO i. I f  
crustal contamination was a factor in  creating these Navajo Lavas, Rb would increase 
w ith  increasing S iO i.
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Figure 31. Rb vs. N d p lo t depicting how the N LV F  lavas can be separated in to six 
groups. Each group may represent an independent partial melt.
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Figure 32. Satellite photo depicting areas o f potential independent partial melts. Colors 
correspond to symbols from  Figure 31.
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Figure 33. Plot o f an incom patible element (Z r) compatible element (Sr) ratio vs. Nd. 
The p lot divides the N LV F  in to several groups. Hancock, Henrie Knolls, and Navajo 
Lake have low  Nd w h ile  Panguitch south, north and the arcuate andésite have high Nd.
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Figure 34. Hancock Peak lavas plotted on a O IB normalized spider diagram. 
Norm alization values from  Sun and M cDonald (1989)
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Figure 35. Henrie K nolls lavas plotted on an O IB normalized spider diagram. 
Norm alization values from  Sun and M cDonald (1989).
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Figure 36. Panguitch Lake N orth andésites and basalt plotted on an O IB normalized 
spider diagram. Norm alization values from  Sun and M cDonald (1989).
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Figure 37. Panguitch Lake N orth and arcuate andésite plotted on an O IB normalized 
spider diagram. Norm alization values from  Sun and M cDonald (1989).
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Figure 38. Navajo Lake lavas plotted on an O IB normalized spider diagram. 
Norm alization values from  Sun and M cDonald (1989).
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Figure 39. Panguitch Lake south lavas plotted on a O IB normalized spider diagram. 
Norm alization values from  Sun and M cDonald (1989).
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The M antle Boundary 
Basin and Range basaltic volcanism typ ica lly  has an asthenospheric mantle signature, 
w hile  Transition Zone and Colorado Plateau basalts have a lithospheric signature. 
Downing et al. (2000) tested the assumption that the boundary between volcanic centers 
w ith  asthenospheric and lithospheric signatures is coincident w ith  the Colorado Plateau- 
Basin and Range Transition Zone in  northwestern Arizona and southwestern Utah by 
com piling a database o f geochemical data from  across the Transition Zone and 
interpolating chemical data using GIS. Faust (2005) added to the database by completing 
a study o f the basalts in  the Pine V alley Volcanic fie ld  o f southwestern Utah.
Ratios o f the high fie ld  strength elements (HFSE) Nb and Ta to ligh t rare earth 
elements (TREE) (La, Ce) are commonly used to identify the lithospheric component in  
the source o f basalts because lithospheric mantle is enriched in  LREE and depleted in  
HFSE relative to asthenosphere. The N b/La is especially useful because values less than 
1 . 1  indicate the influence o f lithospheric mantle and values greater than 1 . 1  indicate an 
asthenospheric mantle source (F itton et al., 1991). Using Nb/La, Downing et al. (2001) 
was able to iden tify  a sharp contact between volcanic centers w ith  asthenospheric vs. 
lithospheric signatures (Figure 39). This boundary crossed the Utah Transition Zone at a 
high angle rather than being parallel to it.
Downing et a l’ s (2001) map and the revised version by Faust (2005) predicted that 
the N LV F would have a lithospheric mantle signature w ith  N b/La between 0.9 and 1.1. 
However, the N LV F  was previously not w e ll sampled and therefore there was poor data 
control fo r that part o f the map. Data from  this thesis indicate that Nb/La actually varies 
between 0.3 and 0.8 w ith  higher ratios in  the Navajo Lake area and lower ratios in  the
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northern N LV F (Figure 40). The new data suggest a lithospheric mantle contribution fo r 
N LV F m afic rocks and only m inor changes in  the N b/La map. It is clear from  both the 
present study and Faust (2005) that the mantle boundary trends to the northwest and lies 
w ell to the south o f the N LV F. Data from  the present study does change the location o f 
the mantle boundary as orig ina lly  suggested by Downing et al. (2001).
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Figure 40. Nb/La map fo r the Colorado Plateau-Basin and Range Transition Zone based 
on Downing et al. (2001), Faust (2005) and the present study. The mantle boundary 
trends to the northwest and lies to the south o f the N LVF. Values o f Nb/La less than 1.1 
indicate a component o f lithospheric mantle in  the source o f the m afic volcanic rocks. 
Values o f Nb/La above 1.1 indicate an asthenospheric mantle source. FVVF=Pine Valley 
Volcanic fie ld  (Faust, 2005); NLVF=Navajo Lake Volcanic fie ld  (this study).
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Figure 41. N b/La vs. SiOa p lo t showing a N b/La range o f 0.3 to about 0.8 fo r basalts at 
50 wt.%  SiO i. Volcanic rocks in  the southern N LV F  have lower N b/La than those in  the 
northern N LVF. Basalts w ith  Nb/La o f less than 1.1 contain a lithospheric mantle 
component (F itton et ah, 1991).
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CHAPTER 6
SU M M AR Y AN D CONCLUSION 
The Navajo Lake Volcanic Field is a small volume basalt fie ld  in  southwestern 
Utah that contains approxim ately 15 major cinder cones and associated lava flows. 
Strombolian eruptions formed most o f the cinder cones as evidenced by th in ly  bedded 
la p illi and scoria associated w ith  volcanic bombs on the flanks o f many o f the cones. 
Eruptions m ainly occurred at the base o f the cones but flow s from  the Navajo Lake and 
Panguitch Lake cinder cones occurred from  dom e-like extrusions occupying bocas on the 
flanks o f the cones. Andésite flow s in  the Panguitch Lake area erupted from  fissures.
One o f the andésite flow s is associated w ith  an arcuate shaped tu ff  ring. Four stages o f 
volcanism  were recognized by freshness o f the lava flow s, vegetation cover and 
geochronology. Based on new “^ ^Ar/^^Ar dates volcanism  ranged in  age from  2.78 + /- 0.16 
M a (Stage 1) to younger than 0.60 M a (Stage 2). The youngest flow s at Navajo and 
Panguitch Lakes are m orphologically fresh and are most probably considerably younger 
than 0.60 Ma.
Lava flow s in  the N LV F  are subalkaline basalts, basaltic andésites, and trachy- 
andesites. O livine, plagioclase, and clinopyroxene are the most common phenocryst 
phases. Geochemistry defines two magma groups (C M l and CM 2). C M l is m ainly 
composed o f Stage 1, 2, and 3 lavas and CM2 o f Stage 3 and 4 flow s and cones. C M l is 
most probably not cogenetic w ith  CM2. Upon further examination, each volcano w ith in
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each chemical group appears to have a distinctive geochemical signature suggesting that 
each volcano is related to a separate magma batch generated by partial m elting o f the 
lithospheric mantle. Only the youngest flo w  at Navajo Lake appears to have had a source 
in  the asthenospheric mantle. Based on th is inform ation, the mantle boundary postulated 
by Sm ith et al. (1999) and Downing et al. (2001) must pass to the west o f the N LV F .
Partial m elting o f the mantle is the most like ly  model to explain chemical 
variation in the N LV F . A lternative models o f fractional crystallization and lithospheric 
contamination provide models that are statistically significant but geologically 
unreasonable. For example the fractional crystallization model requires over 60% 
fractionation to produce the most evolved rocks and the assim ilation model four 
assim ilation steps.
Future w ork at in  the N LV F  should include:
1. Detailed "^^Ar/^^Ar and cosmic ray exposure dates fo r the flow s.
2. Studies o f the lava tube systems related to the youngest flows.
3. Depth o f m elting calculations fo r the basalts to determine whether m elting depths 
increased w ith  time.
4. Volcanologie studies o f ind iv idua l cinder cones and flows. A  more detailed study 
o f the andésite flow s in  the Panguitch area is a high p rio rity  fo r future study.
5. A  more detailed analysis o f how the N LV F relates to the form ation o f the 
Colorado Plateau-Basin and Range transition zone and to other Pliocene to Recent 
basalt fields in  southern Utah.
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APPENDIX I
XRF AN D  ICP-M S D A TA
Geochemical data was collected at W ashington State U niversity Geo Analytical 
Laboratory. A  Rigaku 3370 X-ray fluorescence spectrometer was used for this low  L i- 
tetraborate fused bead technique. The instrumental precisions fo r XRF and ICP-MS are 
given in  the tables below.
Major elements Si02 AI2O3 Ti02 FeO MnO CaO MgO K2O
Standard Deviation (Wt. %) 0.18 0.11 0.004 0.01 0.001 0.01 0.1 0.09
NasO P%Os Total
0.05 0.003 0.36
Trace Elements Ni Cr Sc V Ba Rb Sr Zr
Standard Deviation ppm 1 2 2 5 9 1 1 1
Cu Zn Pb La Ce Th Y Nb Ga
2 2 2 10 10 2 1 0.5 1
Precision is based on Washington State University 
in-house standard (GSP-1 ) measured over an 8 month period 
(January-August, 1997).
Trace element ICP-MS instrumental precision
Element La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er
± 2 sigma 0.98 1.24 0.96 0.3 0.08 0.16 0.02 0.2 0.04 0.12
Tm Yb Lu
0.02 0.06 0.02
Element Ba Th Y Hf Ta U Pb Rb Cs Sr
± 2 sigma 25.36 0.98 0.58 0.14 0.04 0.22 0.58 1.34 0.06 n.d.
Sc Zr
n.d. n.d.
Precision is based on Washington State University in-house standard (BCR-P) 
measured over a 4 month period (September - December, 1994).
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Geochemical Data Navajo Lake Volcanic Field
LEA611PS3 LEA611PN3 LEA611RD1 LEA614AA LEA626AA LEA626MK3
SI02 55.05 59.59 49.94 57.45 57.49 60.13
AI203 15.49 15.40 16.00 14.50 14.63 15.34
Ti02 1.208 0.991 1.558 0.946 0.960 0.945
FeO 6.97 5.82 8.68 6.32 5.98 6.06
MnO 0.115 0.094 0.161 0.102 0.102 0.099
CaO 7.11 5.53 10.31 6.77 6.43 5.37
MgO 5.91 4.07 7.28 4.88 4.58 4.29
K20 2.15 2.56 1.41 2.76 2.91 2.37
Na20 4.21 4.48 3.45 4.21 4.16 4.07
P205 0.553 0.542 0.690 0.813 0.784 0.373
Total 98.77 99.08 99.48 98.75 98.03 99.05
Mg# 45.88 41.15 45.61 43.56 43.35 41.44
Ni 141 92 83 111 103 90
Cr 149 103 195 133 111 117
Sc 12 12 27 9 13 12
V 123 86 226 113 108 120
Ba 1840 2278 1574 3386 3371 1739
Rb 23 29 18 32 30 30
Sr 1546 1669 1209 2434 2365 1099
Zr 212 233 196 228 230 204
Y 22 20 28 22 22 18
Nb 20.0 17.3 39.0 17.2 17.5 14.9
Ga 15 20 19 21 21 17
Cu 39 26 63 34 32 28
Zn 88 84 82 94 92 79
Pb 17 22 12 29 30 20
La 86 88 67 116 115 60
Ce 142 161 145 218 214 111
Th 5 6 6 7 7 6
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LEA626BS1 LEA627NS3 LEA627HP2 LEA627NN3 LEA627NCP LEA627NN2
Si02 52.57 53.74 54.06 52.14 49.89 53.90
AI203 15.40 16.53 15.73 16.87 16.80 16.05
Ti02 1.321 1.507 1.252 1.798 1.421 1.278
FeO 8.54 7.32 7.92 7.67 10.06 8.08
MnO 0.137 0.122 0.143 0.130 0.172 0.137
CaO 7.19 6.89 7.81 6.95 9.85 7.23
MgO 8.02 6.46 7.21 6.94 7.77 6.83
K20 1.61 1.92 1.56 2.04 0.52 1.61
Na20 3.84 4.23 3.53 4.31 3.17 4.01
P205 0.440 0.468 0.366 0.545 0.260 0.495
Total 99.07 99.19 99.58 99.40 99.92 99.62
Mg# 48.44 46.88 47.66 47.49 43.57 45.82
Ni 206 130 94 128 91 111
Cr 247 160 243 162 271 215
Sc 19 25 22 17 30 20
V 144 133 167 152 206 157
Ba 1133 857 990 809 432 1486
Rb 19 18 22 17 8 16
Sr 977 764 838 849 442 1111
Zr 179 214 182 233 149 201
Y 20 23 25 25 26 23
Nb 19.9 24.4 13.5 29.5 11.3 19.7
Ga 15 18 21 17 18 19
Cu 58 36 27 29 58 18
Zn 87 68 76 67 83 90
Pb 9 8 9 9 7 11
La 45 22 40 47 24 66
Ce 85 65 92 62 49 97
Th 4 2 2 2 2 4
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LEA627TCT1 LEA627TCT2 LEA627TC2 LEA627NS2a LEA627NS2b LEA627NS1
Si02 67.77 67.63 53.22 50.72 51.11 49.58
AI203 15.39 15.13 16.14 16.32 16.55 16.88
TI02 0.792 0.744 1.318 1.383 1.399 1.290
FeO 3.28 3.24 8.05 9.47 9.05 10.98
MnO 0.050 0.052 0.147 0.156 0.160 0.178
CaO 1.66 1.85 8.04 9.38 9.42 9.66
MgO 0.59 0.66 7.18 7.31 7.03 7.48
K20 5.95 5.96 1.45 0.98 1.04 0.48
Na20 3.64 3.60 3.61 3.33 3.33 3.25
P205 0.183 0.172 0.375 0.330 0.312 0.180
Total 99.31 99.04 99.53 99.38 99.40 99.95
Mg# 15.24 16.93 47.13 43.55 43.71 40.53
Ni 4 4 85 89 82 123
Cr 0 0 232 196 200 197
Sc 7 7 23 26 29 32
V 36 40 169 193 184 195
Ba 1387 1394 1043 741 703 299
Rb 235 239 17 12 12 5
Sr 320 302 841 704 637 357
Zr 488 491 183 155 157 109
Y 42 35 25 25 26 24
Nb 27.2 26.8 14.5 11.6 11.4 6.1
Ga 19 17 15 19 19 18
Cu 8 10 16 50 49 86
Zn 66 65 78 84 85 89
Pb 32 30 11 7 8 3
La 127 99 40 34 13 5
Ce 184 179 90 71 74 25
Th 40 40 4 1 1 0
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LEA628SCP LEA628DC2 LEA628DC1 LEA628FS1 LEA628FS2 LEA628HK1
Si02 51.24 49.34 50.84 49.85 49.82 52.15
AI203 16.48 16.58 16.70 16.51 16.27 16.24
Ti02 1.420 1.364 1.496 1.383 1.368 1.348
FeO 9.13 10.54 9.25 10.58 10.33 8.91
MnO 0.156 0.167 0.157 0.173 0.170 0.151
CaO 9.43 9.59 9.84 9.62 9.65 8.19
MgO 6.66 8.09 6.32 7.71 7.71 7.90
K20 1.08 0.59 1.06 0.60 0.65 1.28
Na20 3.63 3.17 3.55 3.21 3.14 3.58
P205 0.348 0.274 0.388 0.245 0.294 0.362
Total 99.57 99.70 99.60 99.88 99.40 100.11
Mg# 42.18 43.44 40.60 42.16 42.74 47.00
Ni 66 124 59 113 113 134
Cr 166 246 139 215 219 234
Sc 21 29 25 29 29 22
V 194 188 204 204 182 165
Ba 849 611 834 491 579 791
Rb 13 6 10 7 7 12
Sr 768 632 826 527 603 673
Zr 158 132 159 126 127 159
Y 26 24 27 25 23 24
Nb 12.4 8.7 15.1 6.8 7.8 14.4
Ga 17 18 21 18 23 18
Cu 51 66 51 75 69 46
Zn 83 87 83 90 91 82
Pb 9 8 7 7 5 8
La 36 27 25 34 24 21
Ce 74 60 64 55 59 66
Th 3 0 2 1 4 3
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LEA628HK2 LEA628HKCP LEA628PS3 LEA628PNA LEA629PS2a LEA629PS3a
Si02 51.70 46.85 53.47 59.93 53.21 53.13
AI203 16.07 12.31 15.41 15.32 15.42 15.37
Ti02 1.343 1.791 1.254 0.973 1.275 1.266
FeO 8.81 9.64 7.68 5.39 7.98 7.57
MnO 0.151 0.171 0.129 0.093 0.130 0.130
CaO 8.33 10.94 7.68 5.64 7.67 7.98
MgO 7.78 12.94 7.44 4.13 7.51 7.71
K20 1.28 1.20 1.74 2.57 1.80 1.75
Na20 3.49 2.79 3.97 4.34 3.84 3.84
P205 0.377 0.756 0.528 0.553 0.542 0.541
Total 99.33 99.39 99.30 98.93 99.38 99.29
Mg# 46.90 57.30 49.21 43.41 48.49 50.44
Ni 129 312 194 90 194 197
Cr 230 601 204 101 205 206
Sc 27 26 17 8 16 19
V 165 218 138 95 139 137
Ba 821 915 1644 2333 1663 1657
Rb 14 17 17 30 18 18
Sr 672 831 1430 1706 1473 1465
Zr 159 202 191 229 193 190
Y 23 21 21 19 22 21
Nb 14.4 56.6 17.9 17.0 19.1 18.9
Ga 17 18 17 16 17 19
Cu 47 70 47 23 50 53
Zn 80 85 92 88 96 95
Pb 7 5 13 24 12 13
La 18 50 75 91 74 80
Ce 56 113 142 157 128 152
Th 1 11 4 4 3 4
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LEA629PS3b LEA629PS3C LEA629PS2b LEA71SS2 LEA71SST LEA71HCP
Si02 52.85 55.48 55.63 51.56 68.07 48.99
AI203 15.49 15.59 15.80 15.92 15.53 14.25
Ti02 1.285 1.197 1.201 1.532 0.769 1.974
FeO 8.45 6.51 6.85 8.24 3.07 9.11
MnO 0.130 0.116 0.114 0.148 0.053 0.165
CaO 7.60 6.80 6.86 8.12 1.62 9.51
MgO 7.42 6.10 6.00 7.92 0.70 10.13
K20 1.74 2.21 2.30 1.48 5.92 1.40
Na20 3.98 4.03 4.03 3.68 3.58 3.30
P205 0.551 0.552 0.554 0.530 0.186 0.643
Total 99.50 98.59 99.34 99.13 99.50 99.47
Mg# 46.75 48.37 46.69 49.01 18.55 52.65
Ni 191 144 138 172 6 203
Cr 204 153 150 248 0 352
Sc 25 21 17 23 6 28
V 148 125 122 160 40 200
Ba 1737 1895 1887 1039 1397 979
Rb 15 22 22 16 235 20
Sr 1559 1546 1569 962 332 793
Zr 198 214 217 184 479 210
Y 22 21 21 28 34 24
Nb 19.1 18.7 19.2 15.3 27.0 44.2
Ga 17 15 17 22 21 18
Cu 52 37 40 39 7 56
Zn 92 90 90 86 64 92
Pb 15 20 19 9 32 12
La 70 62 78 36 110 54
Ce 124 151 153 81 172 106
Th 3 5 3 3 41 11
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LEA71SS1 LEA75HN2a LEA75HN2b LEA77PS2 LEA77PN2 LEA77HR2
Si02 49.66 52.24 53.05 52.80 52.49 52.24
AI203 16.37 16.58 16.32 15.68 15.88 16.33
TI02 1.284 1.382 1.276 1.339 1.376 1.376
FeO 9.23 8.29 7.95 7.54 8.33 8.76
MnO 0.170 0.154 0.147 0.135 0.138 0.149
CaO 10.35 8.74 8.31 8.03 7.77 8.14
MgO 7.36 7.33 7.55 7.23 7.94 7.74
K20 1.44 1.22 1.25 1.76 1.52 1.35
Na20 3.02 3.40 3.48 4.07 3.77 3.57
P205 0.379 0.349 0.357 0.612 0.433 0.364
Total 99.26 99.68 99.69 99.19 99.64 100.02
Mg# 44.37 46.94 48.72 48.97 48.81 46.92
Ni 86 76 98 153 186 132
Cr 250 235 255 205 245 233
Sc 35 31 24 26 22 27
V 213 179 156 164 158 162
Ba 1048 850 1004 1855 1024 806
Rb 26 15 12 15 17 14
Sr 624 764 895 1660 885 687
Zr 137 178 179 201 175 163
Y 24 26 24 23 20 23
Nb 17.7 11.4 13.2 21.2 19.5 14.7
Ga 20 19 15 16 17 22
Cu 53 26 29 46 68 48
Zn 83 83 81 100 87 82
Pb 6 7 9 13 10 9
La 49 37 48 86 41 33
Ce 75 67 79 149 76 83
Th 5 3 4 0 3 4
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LEA78PNA LEA921NCC LEA626PNA LEA627NN1
Si02 58.86 53.66 58.49 53.45
AI203 15.48 16.33 15.00 16.03
Ti02 0.987 1.494 0.951 1.288
FeO 5.78 7.13 5.71 8.22
MnO 0.098 0.123 0.095 0.139
CaO 6.03 6.98 6.25 7.56
MgO 4.29 6.39 4.15 6.67
K20 2.53 1.91 2.58 1.52
Na20 4.19 4.23 4.31 4.11
P205 0.657 0.465 0.650 0.482
Total 98.90 98.71 98.19 99.47
Mg# 42.61 47.26 42.07 44.79
Ni 87 128 91 112
Cr 104 160 99 213
Sc 21 23 16 18
V 96 122 111 149
Ba 2790 855 2747 1508
Rb 30 18 30 11
Sr 2017 764 2003 1184
Zr 241 215 234 203
Y 21 22 21 23
Nb 16.9 24.1 17.7 19.6
Ga 19 14 18 17
Cu 27 34 26 39
Zn 89 70 85 89
Pb 26 7 26 14
La 116 21 100 60
Ce 189 63 190 107
Th 7 3 4 4
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ICP-M S D A T A
An HP 4500 inductive ly coupled plasma source mass spectrometer was used to 
measure trace elements w ith in  the N LV F  lavas. Instrumental precision is also given in  
the table at the beginning o f th is appendix.
LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
611PS3 611PN3 612RD1 614AA 626AA 626MK3
La 81.99 91.75 82.49 140.31 125.97 62.43
Ce 157.64 175.15 147.75 245.52 244.13 116.43
Rr 17.66 19.48 16.18 27.74 27.52 12.71
Nd 67.97 73.23 60.38 105.88 105.71 47.01
Sm 11.08 11.65 10.34 16.59 16.63 7.89
Eu 2.83 2.82 2.79 3.93 3.95 1.98
Gd 7.29 7.21 7.64 9.59 9.83 5.35
Tb 0.92 0.88 1.02 1.11 1.11 0.73
Dy 4.58 4.35 5.59 5.18 5.14 3.81
Ho 0.85 0.78 1.05 0.86 0.88 0.72
Er 2.16 1.92 2.67 2.06 2.03 1.79
Tm 0.30 0.26 0.37 0.27 0.27 0.25
Yb 1.74 1.56 2.20 1.58 1.62 1.49
Lu 0.27 0.24 0.36 0.25 0.24 0.23
Ba 1854 2273 1580 3417 3353 1732
Th 3.98 4.76 7.97 5.64 5.69 4.11
Nb 18.78 16.84 38.58 17.56 16.91 14.34
Y 22.69 21.04 27.73 23.74 23.65 19.22
Hf 4.73 5.19 4.51 4.98 5.13 4.81
Ta 1.17 1.10 2.24 1.01 0.99 1.02
U 1.30 1.46 1.23 1.53 1.46 1.18
Pb 17.82 22.81 12.02 28.74 29.07 18.52
Rb 22.4 28.5 18.8 31.4 31.2 30.2
Cs 0.43 0.56 0.14 0.59 0.57 0.53
Sr 1502 1592 1159 2361 2268 1057
Sc 18.9 14.8 32.3 16.1 15.8 17.1
Zr 202 219 185 210 212 196
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LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
626BS1 627NS3 627HP2 627NN3 627NCP 627NN2
La 47.88 35.19 43.04 37.45 20.32 55.39
Ce 88.71 66.75 82.44 71.57 39.62 103.68
Pr 9.78 7.53 9.39 8.15 4.71 11.42
Nd 37.43 29.77 37.57 32.80 20.03 43.85
Sm 6.74 6.14 7.08 6.73 4.93 7.88
Eu 1.93 1.92 1.99 2.10 1.63 2.15
Gd 5.33 5.31 5.78 5.73 5.03 5.98
Tb 0.76 0.81 0.84 0.89 0.84 0.84
Dy 4.20 4.69 4.81 5.09 5.19 4.69
Ho 0.82 0.90 0.95 0.99 1.07 0.91
Er 2.09 2.39 2.55 2.54 2.86 2.30
Tm 0.30 0.33 0.36 0.36 0.41 0.33
Yb 1.77 2.04 2.11 2.21 2.48 1.95
Lu 0.28 0.32 0.34 0.34 0.40 0.31
Ba 1135 877 996 830 444 1467
Th 2.94 2.73 2.94 2.75 2.53 3.31
Nb 19.36 25.31 13.18 30.36 10.67 20.11
Y 21.29 23.85 25.13 26.00 28.12 24.21
Hf 4.04 4.86 4.20 5.15 3.59 4.58
Ta 1.26 1.82 0.96 2.13 0.70 1.17
U 1.09 0.82 0.78 0.69 0.43 1.21
Pb 10.38 8.57 10.68 7.82 4.84 12.89
Rb 17.6 19.7 22.9 18.3 7.9 14.7
Cs 0.39 0.28 0.37 0.11 0.12 0.18
Sr 965 772 846 869 457 1141
Sc 22.6 21.1 25.8 21.7 35.5 23.2
Zr 172 212 177 232 148 199
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LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
627NN1 627TCT1 627TCT2 627TC2 627NS28
La 56.46 121.67 99.57 43.23 30.47
Ce 104.68 179.50 181.67 82.00 58.71
Pr 11.63 23.37 19.08 9.28 6.62
Nd 44.61 84.76 67.83 36.81 27.11
Sm 7.94 14.82 11.88 7.09 5.60
Eu 2.18 2.54 1.97 1.97 1.73
Gd 6.06 10.56 8.42 5.87 5.19
Tb 0.86 1.51 1.22 0.87 0.82
Dy 4.81 8.41 6.73 4.94 4.86
Ho 0.94 1.55 1.31 0.98 1.00
Er 2.44 4.06 3.44 2.53 2.61
Tm 0.34 0.59 0.51 0.35 0.38
Yb 2.04 3.62 3.08 2.13 2.27
Lu 0.32 0.56 0.49 0.33 0.36
Ba 1505 1403 1388 1022 748
Th 3.40 44.31 45.07 2.87 2.11
Nb 20.42 28.30 27.53 14.65 10.33
V 26.45 44.20 36.38 25.92 26.63
Hf 4.67 13.04 13.13 4.25 3.58
Ta 1.17 1.94 1.98 0.98 0.76
U 1.08 8.22 8.29 0.66 0.57
Pb 15.22 33.78 33.32 10.23 6.95
Rb 11.5 244.8 246.3 18.5 13.4
Cs 0.12 6.47 6.53 0.29 0.20
Sr 1218 324 305 873 726
Sc 23.2 9.3 9.1 27.1 31.1
Zr 207 511 507 182 153
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LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
627NS1 628SCP 628DC2 628DC1 628FS1 628FS2
La 15.05 36.15 27.29 38.99 23.40 26.27
Ce 31.13 69.03 54.74 74.78 47.10 52.64
Pr 3.79 7.81 6.44 8.57 5.61 6.19
Nd 16.19 31.15 26.36 34.15 22.97 25.39
Sm 4.06 6.23 5.56 6.82 5.19 5.48
Eu 1.41 1.91 1.73 2.01 1.63 1.69
Gd 4.38 5.61 4.97 5.87 4.88 4.86
Tb 0.76 0.85 0.79 0.89 0.80 0.79
Dy 4.81 5.15 4.77 5.18 4.89 4.74
Ho 0.96 1.03 0.94 1.02 0.98 0.93
Er 2.66 2.76 2.52 2.75 2.66 2.53
Tm 0.37 0.38 0.35 0.38 0.37 0.35
Yb 2.28 2.33 2.12 2.33 2.23 2.13
Lu 0.35 0.37 0.33 0.36 0.35 0.34
Ba 300 891 607 837 489 574
Th 1.07 2.19 1.63 2.43 1.43 1.57
Nb 4.62 11.20 7.08 14.08 6.36 6.82
Y 24.89 26.43 24.41 26.69 25.38 24.49
Hf 2.63 3.68 3.01 3.66 2.96 3.02
Ta 0.37 0.84 0.51 0.93 0.49 0.50
U 0.21 0.58 0.40 0.77 0.35 0.39
Pb 3.10 7.63 5.66 7.13 4.64 5.26
Rb 6.1 14.4 6.1 10.9 6.6 6.8
Cs 0.10 0.24 0.14 0.14 0.11 0.14
Sr 357 775 626 831 533 604
Sc 33.6 32.7 31.4 31.8 32.2 30.9
Zr 102 152 124 152 121 123
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LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
628HK1 628HK2 628HKCP 628PS3 628PNA 629PS2a
La 32.16 31.57 61.51 71.87 93.53 74.90
Ce 61.52 60.68 111.21 138.52 179.46 144.52
Pr 6.95 6.86 12.19 15.46 19.80 16.27
Nd 27.80 27.10 47.56 59.52 74.72 62.75
Sm 5.84 5.61 9.12 10.14 11.77 10.56
Eu 1.77 1.70 2.64 2.60 2.93 2.74
Gd 5.03 5.03 6.92 6.96 7.20 7.06
Tb 0.80 0.78 0.94 0.88 0.87 0.91
Dy 4.76 4.67 5.00 4.58 4.36 4.85
Ho 0.94 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.76 0.88
Er 2.54 2.47 2.24 2.12 1.91 2.23
Tm 0.36 0.35 0.30 0.30 0.26 0.30
Yb 2.15 2.17 1.75 1.81 1.57 1.82
Lu 0.35 0.34 0.27 0.28 0.24 0.29
Ba 802 815 909 1651 2313 1687
Th 2.25 2.22 8.63 3.41 4.85 3.52
Nb 14.49 14.37 60.43 18.87 17.35 20.02
Y 24.76 24.57 23.28 23.38 21.74 24.35
Hf 3.77 3.73 4.79 4.37 5.30 4.45
Ta 1.01 0.92 3.80 1.46 1.07 1.20
U 0.58 0.63 1.85 1.28 1.53 1.29
Pb 6.48 6.63 6.74 14.95 23.06 15.39
Rb 13.8 14.4 15.9 18.2 29.8 19.1
Cs 0.23 0.27 0.32 0.37 0.55 0.40
Sr 696 686 844 1464 1724 1534
Sc 28.0 27.2 31.7 22.1 14.4 21.9
Zr 157 155 200 186 225 193
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LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
629PS3a 629PS3b 629PS3C 629PS2b 71SS2 71SST
La 72.41 75.70 79.74 79.35 42.85 107.23
Ce 140.29 145.97 154.29 154.16 86.39 184.43
Pr 15.73 16.37 17.12 16.92 10.27 20.92
Nd 60.55 63.37 65.93 65.85 41.16 72.86
Sm 10.35 10.74 10.91 10.97 8.12 12.66
Eu 2.67 2.75 2.73 2.81 2.37 2.27
Gd 6.94 7.15 7.15 7.20 6.64 8.88
Tb 0.89 0.91 0.90 0.90 0.97 1.24
Dy 4.68 4.76 4.75 4.69 5.68 6.85
Ho 0.85 0.87 0.85 0.83 1.09 1.28
Er 2.15 2.18 2.15 2.14 2.89 3.38
Tm 0.30 0.30 0.29 0.29 0.40 0.49
Yb 1.76 1.80 1.72 1.80 2.44 2.99
Lu 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.37 0.46
Ba 1637 1703 1825 1816 1053 1446
Th 3.45 3.57 4.11 4.17 2.11 42.70
Nb 19.57 20.23 19.36 19.75 14.91 25.81
Y 23.77 24.31 23.79 24.06 27.68 33.95
Hf 4.32 4.43 4.90 4.90 4.25 12.62
Ta 1.16 1.22 1.26 1.19 1.00 1.86
U 1.29 1.27 1.35 1.38 0.47 6.60
Pb 14.99 15.40 18.39 18.61 8.14 32.80
Rb 18.2 17.1 23.6 24.5 15.5 232.1
Cs 0.38 0.36 0.43 0.43 0.18 6.82
Sr 1503 1578 1596 1617 919 313
Sc 21.9 22.3 18.5 18.7 27.3 9.8
Zr 187 192 214 217 173 475
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LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
71HCP 71SS1 75HN2a 75HN2b 77PS2 77PN2
La 60.74 34.49 37.64 43.03 82.16 42.31
Ce 104.30 66.21 73.89 84.16 158.95 79.58
Pr 11.26 7.72 8.75 9.66 17.99 8.80
Nd 42.92 30.77 34.62 37.91 68.94 34.19
Sm 8.58 6.18 7.00 7.25 11.67 6.44
Eu 2.57 1.83 2.06 2.07 2.94 1.85
Gd 7.15 5.40 5.87 5.81 7.72 5.14
Tb 1.02 0.81 0.91 0.86 0.97 0.76
Dy 5.60 4.79 5.30 4.93 4.92 4.33
Ho 1.03 0.96 1.04 0.95 0.91 0.82
Er 2.60 2.63 2.79 2.52 2.30 2.18
Tm 0.34 0.37 0.39 0.35 0.31 0.30
Yb 2.05 2.27 2.38 2.16 1.87 1.83
Lu 0.31 0.35 0.37 0.33 0.28 0.28
Ba 981 1042 874 1017 1850 1012
Th 8.51 3.86 2.27 2.66 3.86 2.70
Nb 45.25 16.29 11.57 12.04 21.19 19.01
Y 25.99 24.72 27.23 24.74 24.43 21.69
Hf 5.05 3.45 4.16 4.13 4.58 4.09
Ta 2.77 1.11 0.82 0.81 1.24 1.26
U 1.98 0.74 0.56 0.68 1.34 0.96
Pb 8.32 5.29 8.76 10.83 15.30 9.28
Rb 20.5 25.9 15.0 12.1 16.7 16.6
Cs 0.33 0.41 0.22 0.17 0.24 0.35
Sr 784 603 760 887 1640 871
Sc 31.0 36.6 31.5 28.0 22.3 23.3
Zr 209 130 174 173 193 171
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LEA LEA LEA LEA LEA
77HR2 78PNA 921N LOG 627NS2b 626PNA
La 32.49 109.01 35.15 29.76 106.86
Ce 62.20 206.27 66.39 58.64 200.70
Pr 7.01 22.60 7.45 6.84 22.16
Nd 27.87 84.23 29.09 27.66 82.46
Sm 5.69 13.16 5.95 5.84 12.87
Eu 1.79 3.16 1.85 1.83 3.02
Gd 5.08 8.16 5.13 5.27 7.77
Tb 0.80 0.96 0.79 0.84 0.92
Dy 4.76 4.69 4.63 4.99 4.41
Ho 0.94 0.82 0.90 1.00 0.79
Er 2.49 2.04 2.32 2.68 1.92
Tm 0.35 0.28 0.33 0.39 0.26
Yb 2.19 1.65 2.01 2.35 1.56
Lu 0.34 0.26 0.31 0.37 0.24
Ba 811 2769 841 704 2688
Th 2.33 5.47 2.85 1.97 5.21
Nb 14.69 17.50 25.34 9.25 17.02
Y 24.85 23.14 23.42 26.14 21.59
Hf 3.84 5.46 4.94 3.59 5.19
Ta 0.98 1.04 1.75 0.69 1.03
U 0.60 1.49 0.84 0.47 1.53
Pb 7.16 25.92 7.79 6.45 24.60
Rb 14.8 29.4 18.1 13.8 29.6
Cs 0.24 0.55 0.25 0.20 0.55
Sr 692 1990 754 627 1932
Sc 27.4 15.0 21.4 32.1 14.9
Zr 161 234 211 149 218
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APPENDIX II
ISOTOPE D A TA
Isotope data was collected at Kansas State U n iversity using a therm al ionization mass 
spectrometer. Uncertainties fo r each lead isotope listed below was 0.017, 0.023, and 
0.075 respectively. H igh precision Sr and N d analysis y ie ld  precisions o f +/- 20ppm.
Sample ID {2«6)Pb{204}Pb {2«7)Pb{204)Pb {20S]Pb/{204)Pb
LEA 71 SSI 17.48632615 15.51929804 37.56738114
LEAB27NN1 17.41805838 15.46545269 37.25860184
LEAG28HK1 17.3508346 15.51426338 37.36654891
LEAB2GBS1 17.54756508 15.5323921 37.51169609
LEA77PN2 17.48225362 15.49935128 37.37721641
LEAB27NS2a 17.34617991 15.4964824 37.35300658
LEAB27NN3 17.47704953 15.47482281 37.32221408
LEAB28PS3 17.35922505 15.46836702 37.11881573
LEAB11PN3 17.18634518 15.46591798 36.96689758
LEAB2BMK3 17.29626799 15.57119607 37.27556412
LEAB14AA 17.12029755 15.5155754 37.03326569
LEAB2BPNA 17.22250626 15.55359382 37.21485505
LEAB28PNA 17.19735907 15.4850494 37.0299549
Sample ID {87)SrfS6)Sr {143)11(1 {144)Hd E(Hd) Nd-ID Sm ID
LEA 71 SSI 0.704601214 0.512335 - 5.9 30.2222 5.4215
LEAB27NN1 0.704134412 0.512235 - 7.86 43.1514 6.8314
LEAB28HK1 0.704417013 0.512329 - 6.04 25.8336 4.7325
LEAB2BBS1 0.704267713 0.512266 - 7.26 36.3022 5.8352
LEA77PN2 0.704308513 0.512278 - 7.02 32.7994 5.4662
LEAB27NS2a 0.704413713 0.512315 - 6.3 26.1769 4.7912
LEAB27NN3 0.703850312 0.512588 - 0.98 31.6778 5.8424
LEAB28PS3 0.704108912 0.512173 - 9.06 58.92 8.7956
LEAB11PN3 0.704152912 0.512094 - 10.62 73.4306 10.3296
LEAG2BMK3 0.704179813 0.512118 - 10.15 47.2692 6.6935
LEAB14AA 0.704083412 0.512092 - 10.64 102.8038 14.1591
LEAB2BPNA 0.704125512 0.512108 - 10.34 82.1087 11.1258
LEAB28PNA 0.704129512 0.5121 - 10.5 70.6091 9.896
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APPENDIX III
SAM PLE LO CATIO NS
Sample ID
Date
Collected Location Staqe 
2 _
Latitude Lonaitude
LEA611PN3
LEA626PNA
LEA628PNA
LEA78PNA
6/11/2002
6/26/2002
6/28/2002
7/8/2002
Panguitch Lake North 
Panguitch Lake North 
Panguitch Lake North 
Panguitch Lake North
Basalt
Andésite
Andésite
Andésite
O
37.67
37.67 
37.7 
37.69
112.65
112.65 
112.63
112.65
LEA611PS3
LEA626BS1
6/11/2002
6/26/2002
Panguitch Lake South 
Birch Spring Knoll - Pang 
N
0 “
Basalt
1 - 
Basalt
O
37.67
37.67
112.67
112.67
LEA628PS3 6/28/2002 Panguitch Lake South
O “
Basalt
O
37.63 112.62
LEA629PS2a 6/29/2002 Panguitch Lake South
Z -
Basalt
O
37.66 112.63
LEA629PS3a 6/29/2002 Panguitch Lake South
O -
Basalt
3 -
37.66 112.63
LEA629PS3b 6/29/2002 Panguitch Lake South Basalt
O
37.64 112.62
LEA629PS3C 6/29/2002 Panguitch Lake South
O “
Basalt
O
37.63 112.62
LEA629PS2b 6/29/2002 Panguitch Lake South
Z -
Basalt
O
37.63 112.62
LEA77PS2
LEA614AA
LEA626AA
LEA627NCP
7/7/2002
6/14/2002
6/26/2002
6/27/2002
Panguitch Lake South 
Arcuate Andésite 
Arcuate Andésite 
Navajo Cinder Pit
Z -
Basalt
Andésite
Andésite
Basalt
O
37.65
37.65
37.65 
37.58
112.65
112.65 
112.67 
112.77
LEA627NS3 6/27/2002 Navajo Lake South
0 “ 
Basalt
O
37.54 112.76
LEA627NN3 6/27/2002 Navajo Lake North
V -
Basalt
O
37.58 112.76
LEA627NN2 6/27/2002 Navajo Lake North
Z -
Basalt 
1 - 
Basalt
O
37.59 112.75
LEA627NN1 6/27/2002 Navajo Lake North 37.59 112.75
LEA627NS2a 6/27/2002 Navajo Lake South
Z -
Basalt
o
37.52 112.74
LEA627NS2b
LEA921NLCC
6/27/2002
9/21/2002
Navajo Lake South 
Navajo Lake Cinder Cone
z - 
Basalt 
Basalt 
1 - 
Basalt
37.52
37.57
112.72
112.76
LEA612RD1 6/12/2002 Red Desert - Hancock Pk 37.63 112.74
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LEA627HP2 6/27/2002 Hancock Peak
2 -
Basalt
o
37.58 112.78
LEA627TC2 6/27/2002 The Craters
z - 
Basalt 37.6 112.83
LEA75HN2a 7/5/2002 Hancock Peak area
z - 
Basalt 37.63 112.81
LEA75HN2b 7/5/2002 Hancock Peak area
z - 
Basalt 37.64 112.79
LEA71SS2 7/1/2002 Sheep Stop - Hancock Pk
Z -
Basalt 
1 - 
Basalt
37.66 112.75
LEA71SS1 7/1/2002 Sheep Stop - Hancock Pk 37.65 112.7
LEA628SCP 6/28/2002 Strawberry Cinder Pit Basalt
o
37.53 112.74
LEA628DC2 6/28/2002 Duck Creak
z - 
Basalt 
1 - 
Basalt 
1 - 
Basalt 
o
37.54 112.67
LEA628DC1 6/28/2002 Duck Creak 37.54 112.67
LEA628FS1 6/28/2002 Fire Station - Duck Creek 37.54 112.65
LEA628FS2 6/28/2002 Fire Station - Duck Creek
z - 
Basalt 
1 - 
Basalt 
0
37.54 112.65
LEA628HK1 6/28/2002 Henrie Knolls 37.58 112.64
LEA628HK2 6/28/2002 Henrie Knolls 
Hatch Road - Henrie
z - 
Basalt
2 -
37.58 112.64
LEA77HR2 7/7/2002 Knolls Basalt 37.59 112.6
LEA71HCP 7/1/2002 Hancock Cinder Pit Basalt 37.66 112.75
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APPENDIX IV
STEP H E ATIN G  D A TA  
'^ ’^ Ar/^^Ar data tables fo r step heating analyses and age spectra fo r a ll samples tested are 
listed in  this section. A nalytica l techniques and samples which yielded significant ages 
were reported in  chapter 4. The defin itions o f plateau ages and isochrons have been 
given in  Chapter 4 also. The sensitivity o f the M AP 215-50 mass spectrometer was ~6 x 
10’ ’ ’  m ol m V ' and analytical errors are la . Each sample gave a tota l gas age; but fo r 
purposes o f separating the lava flow s, tota l gas ages were not appropriate to use. The 
reason fo r this is that a tota l gas age can be influenced by the presence o f trapped excess 
argon (''^Ar/^^Ar). Therefore, only those samples that produced a plateau age or isochron 
were reported.
Table 1. Summary o f Geochronology
Sample Age Age Type
626BS1 (Stage 1) 2 .78+ /- 0.16 M a Platuea age
71SS2 (Stage 2) 0.60+/- 0.25 M a Isochron age
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CD■D
Oa.
c
ga.
■D
CD
C/)(/)
8
ci- 322.15
Leavitt-UNLV, 71SS2, basalt groundmass, 46.57 mg, J = 0.001510 ± 0,5%
4 amu discrimination = 1.01623 ± 0.17%, 40/39K = 0.00 + 0.0002%, 36/37Ca = 0.000294 ± 2.89%, 39/37Ca = 0.000706 ± 2.78%
3.3"
CD
CD■D
Oa.c
a
o3
"O
o
CDa.
■D
CD
(/)(/)
-J
step T(C) t (min.) 36Ar 37 Ar 3BAr 39Ar 40Ar %40Ar* % 39Ar rlsd Ca/K 40Ar*/39ArK Age (Ma) Is.d.
1 550 12 20.991 12.129 4.590 21.845 7281.09 19.8 1.5 4.28723346 67.0761 174.05 6.04
2 590 12 7.173 22.263 1.988 40.393 2492.44 20.2 2.7 4.255764311 12.6161 34.05 1.22
3 620 12 3.62 30.022 1.401 53.628 1266.04 21.1 3.6 4.32271832 5.0408 13.68 0.47
4 650 12 2.511 40.903 1.433 75.180 868.125 20.9 5.0 4.200930751 2.4302 6,61 0.24
5 680 12 1.699 48.438 1.553 97.813 589.12 22.1 6.6 3.823243458 1.3386 3.64 0.13
6 710 12 1.534 50.532 1.842 119.850 536.78 23.2 8.0 3.254580044 1.0430 2.84 0.09
7 740 12 1.018 45.201 1.904 130.713 358.743 24.9 8.8 2668809971 0.6809 1.85 0.07
8 770 12 0.919 41.452 1.956 138.464 325.121 25.1 9.3 2.310197854 0.5865 1.60 0.05
9 800 12 0.88 39.654 1.960 137.024 311.923 26.0 9.2 2.233164142 0.5854 1,59 0.05
10 900 12 3.115 87.334 3.935 257.940 1079.18 22.2 17.3 2.613037297 0.9360 2.55 0.09
11 1000 12 5.034 62.747 3.105 161.084 1681.58 17.9 10.8 3.00658855 1.8869 5.13 0.21
12 1120 12 7.523 70.771 2.959 107.199 2516.48 17.7 7.2 5.098905583 4.2076 11.43 0.47
13 1250 12 9.624 285.003 2.994 80.845 3145.9 17.5 5.4 27.41400253 6.9473 18.83 0.80
14 1400 12 7.056 174.538 2.340 69.680 2329.71 17.9 4.7 19.431222 6.0847 16.50 0.67
Cumulative %39Ar rlsd = 100.0 Total gas age = 8.83 0.05
note; isotope beams in mV. rlsd = released, error in age includes 0.5% J error, all errors 1 sigma 
(Not corrected for decay)
No Plateau 
No Isochron
30
25 --
20
<0
Q)
U i<
15 --
10
5 --
0
To : 174.05 + /-6 ,04  Ma 
& 34.05 +/- 0.08 Ma
□
j— Z I
20 40
box heights are 1o 
71SS2, gm basalt 
Maximum age=1,59 +/- 0.05
Ma
60 80 100
% Released
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data-point error ellipses are 2a
0 00278 4-
0 00274 -
^  0.00270 -
<(Oto
&00266 --
0.00262
Age = 0.60 ± 0.25 M 
MSWD = 4.9
0.00258
0.22&18 &26 0.30 0 500 42 0.46
'^Ar/"'Ar
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CD■D
OQ.
C
g
Q .
■D
CD
C/)
C/)
8
ci'
33"
CD
CD■D
O
Q .
C
a
O3
"O
O
CD
Q .
■D
CD
ooo
Leavitt-UNLV, 626BS1, basait groundmass, 51.13 mg, J = 0.001513 ± 0,5%
4 amu discrimination = 1.01623 ± 0.17%. 40/39K = 0.00 ± 0.0002%, 36/37Ca = 0.000294 ± 2.89%. 39/37Ca = 0.000706 ± 2.78%
step T (C ) t  (min.) 36Ar 37Ar 38Ar 39Ar 40Ar %40Ar* % 39Ar rlsd Ca/K 40Ar*/39ArK Age (Ma) Is .d .
1 550 12 30.181 19.664 71.852 84.641 10155.2 17.4 5.7 1.782432329 21.1258 56.76 2.32
2 590 12 14.66 34.008 4.622 128.476 4915.18 17.2 8.6 2.031020083 6.6715 18.12 0.75
3 630 12 10.251 52.946 4.256 166.267 3379.00 16.0 11.1 2.443640226 3.2992 8.98 0.40
4 670 12 7.841 71.807 4.130 203.294 2527.19 14.5 13.6 2.710740954 1.8196 4.96 0.25
5 710 12 6.083 82.848 4.075 224.211 1922.36 13.3 15.0 2.835878353 1.1488 3.13 0.17
6 750 12 4.55 78.179 3.426 197.334 1430.88 13.2 13.2 3.040730954 0.9646 2.63 0.14
7 790 12 3.522 65.275 2.578 145.373 1097.64 12.5 9.7 3.446728453 0.9551 2.61 0.15
8 870 12 3.249 61.623 2.151 112.641 1003.18 11.8 7.5 4.200401098 1.0567 2.88 0.18
9 960 12 1.652 32.336 1.034 49.026 516.226 13.1 3.3 5.065467849 1.3767 3.75 0.21
10 1050 12 1.205 38.021 0.753 36.360 368.539 12.4 2.4 8.038136582 1.2505 3.41 0.21
11 1150 12 2.301 183.414 1.319 54.896 674.965 13.0 3.7 25.82314612 1.6172 4.41 0.26
12 1250 12 0.716 63.257 0.414 17.846 205.842 12.7 1.2 27.40911738 1.4417 3.93 0.26
13 1400 12 2.725 231.514 1.716 77.532 806.911 14.3 5.2 23.05937256 1.4946 4.08 0.24
Cumulative %39Ar rlsd = 100.0 Total gas age = 8.34 0.12
note: isotope beams in mV, rlsd = released, error in age includes 0.5% J error, all errors 1 sigma Plateau age = 2.78 0.16
(Not corrected for decay) (steps 5-8)
C/)
C/)
20
ro
Q)
O)<
To: 56 .76+ /-2  32
20 40
box heights are 1o 
626BS1, gm basalt 
Plateau age= 2.78 +/- 0.16 Ma 
Steps 5-8 
% 39 Ar released =45.4
60 80 100
% Released
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